Audiocontrol lc2i wiring diagram
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Register. What's New Night Mode. New Posts. Log In. Sign Up! Register for an account , it's free
and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Fiesta ST Forum today! JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Wiring
Audiocontrol LC2i, rear speaker signal vs front speaker signal. Thread starter revdoc Start date
Apr 14, Messages 23 Likes 6 Location Columbia. I was recently installing a sub and amp in my
16 FiST and after reading several threads here I thought I had it all worked out. The box
basically takes up the entire trunk area but sits below the seat back and package shelf so it's
not visible from outside the car. Amp and LC2i are mounted to the front of the box. I tapped the
LC2i into the rear speaker wires in the passenger side B pillar as several posts had mentioned.
Once I listened to it, I knew something was wrong. The sub lacked low end extension and
sounded a bit muddy. I have had several ported 12" or 15" subs over the years, I am very
familiar with how it should sound. Then I remembered the last time I did this in a newer Ford, a
Focus, I had to tap the front speakers for the LC2i signal source because the rears had some
serious EQ or crossover applied to them. I know there is the AccuBass function and all that on
the LC2i, but I think you are better off to start with the most complete signal you can instead of
using the AccuBass to restore what's missing. I unhooked my original wires from the B pillar
speaker wire and ran them another feet up to the kick panel and connected them to the front
speaker. WOW what a difference! AccuBass threshold is turned all the way down and the
AccuBass knob is all the way down, and I still have full low end extension down to 20 hz well
the box drops off around 32 or so, need to play with the port length. You probably wouldn't
notice this much on a smaller sub or sealed box, or if you don't listen to a lot of deep bass like
Decaf remixes. Pics of the system to come, will probably make a new thread for it. Apr 14,
Messages Likes Location Carson City. That is very interesting as I have always heard that there
should be no difference front to rear as far as factory EQing goes. I wonder if this is something
new with the and Sync 3 setups. Thread Starter 3. If my theory is correct we should see less
voltage on the rear speakers at low frequencies. Good call. I am hoping to finally get around to
installing my gear this summer. I will be using a PPI DSP myself and would be willing to get the
same data you are looking to gather from my so we can have a definitive answer to this. Thread
Starter 5. Did some testing yesterday and have some numbers that seem to confirm the
problem. If anyone wants to duplicate or verify these results the method was fairly easy. All you
need is a multimeter capable of measuring AC voltage, preferably digital, and some test tones
or a tone generator. I uploaded the tones that I used to Mega and put the link below if you want
to use them for a direct comparison. Connect your multimeter to the front speaker wire, easy to
find on passenger side in the kick panel. Play test tone, write down voltage AC and frequency of
test tone. Repeat for each test tone. Then connect the multimeter to the rear speaker wires, easy
to find in the B pillar on passenger side. Play test tone, record voltage and frequency, repeat. It
kind of looks like the front speakers have a highpass crossover around 70 hz, but the rears have
that and more, they also fall off above 70 hz. This implies that the difference is not a simple
attenuation on the rear speakers, as it would if the curves matched in shape. It should have a
much flatter curve. Apr 17, Messages Likes 39 Location Indianapolis. I am running the LC2I
tapped into the left side rear and all is working well. Did you run parallel wires to open channel
on LC2i? In my case I ran parallel jumper wires to the right channel from my left input. Apr 18,
Thread Starter 8. GAbOS said:. Need more info! What year car, sync version, wires you used to
test, colors are helpful. Test both front and rear or just front? Apr 20, It would not be surprising
for the speakers in the car to be choked back to 70hz and above. Years ago prior to all these
nice cross over networks and active crossovers from head units, capacitors were used to keep
lows from damaging the speakers less than 8 inches. What we most likely hear from the Sony
system is "manufactured" lows replicating the original source, and not a true passing of the
source. With the factory system we will only be able to do so much. Because there is not much
room in this car, I would suggest a sealed enclosure with a 12 inch sub. This will allow you to
set the crossover on the sub at 80hz creating a nice bridge between the factory system and the
sub. While a 15 inch sub can play at 80hz it is not as effecient at that. It will get muddy. One
other thing I'm curious about is your setting for octave slope. I am set at 24db. Generally 12dB
is used, but for the aucustic characteristics of our car it seams like 24 sounds best. This is
really a listener preference. You are going about it the right way by using a meter and source
recordings. Be careful trusting all of that as the system is tuned by the factory. What after
market head unit are you going to use? If it is not considered an audiophile quality unit, you will
have some of the same issues you are experiencing now with the factory system in the car. Best
of luck May 1, Thread Starter Ok, found some more info after much web searching. It is even
possible to convert the speaker output from high level to 4V line level outputs, if you were going
to run a fully amplified system. This would negate the need for the Audiocontrol LC2i entirely, at

least in my case. I am going to try it out soon and will repeat my testing to see if it works. Also,
the AccuBass feature on the LC2i is supposed to restore the lost low end bass, which is
basically what I'm looking for, so I tested it similarly to the way I tested the stock speaker
outputs. Plugged the other end into the Audiocontrol LC2i output and turned the threshold knob
all the way up. This should make AccuBass active at all times. Then I measured the output
voltage at 20 hz to 80 hz in 5 hz increments. Then I turned the AccuBass knob all the way up and
repeated the test. It does boost the lower frequencies, but it is centered at about 55 hz. Even
with maximum gain, it only boosted the 20 hz frequency to 0. So there is still steep roll off down
low, in fact it is even steeper with the AccuBass enabled as you can see from the graph. May 5,
The cable was identified as a v1. The difference was immediately obvious. My box is still not
tuned as low as I'd like, but it has much more volume at lower frequencies after this. I also
noticed if I turned up the volume too high the door tweeters would distort, crackle or pop
indicating that the factory crossover or bass cut is not there anymore. I will do some voltage
testing soon so I can have empirical evidence to back up my ears, but after listening to it all
weekend I am convinced it is a much flatter response now. Jun 29, Messages Likes 25 Location
Seattle. That diymobileaudio thread is formidable. Seems like you have a good grasp on this
topic so maybe you can answer a couple questions for me. I also have a '16 with sync3 and Nav.
I see discussion of settings for low level output. I'm assuming the reprogram removes time
alignment and everything and not just the curves, right? Seems like the fix can also cause
issues with BT phone use, too. It'd be nice to dodge that bullet. Stormy, The FiX has not caused
issues with the phone for me. I read JL's information about that possibility and then created a
specific program setting within the TwK. I have since removed that program in my latest
revisions. If you did have issues, JL created a away to tune around it. Not advocating the use of
JL equipment, just letting you know that I have not experienced issues with it There's a
difference in that, though. DSP is flattening out your input signal, removing all the hidden
processing in your system that you didn't know about and can't control, giving you a clean
sheet from which to tune. Cabin RTA tuning is applying adjustments to compensate for
reflections and other modifications to your sound created by the environment. A flat cabin
curve doesn't sound good and changes as soon as you add people, road noise etc. I used to
compete and I ran 2 banks of audio control EQs, one for flat cabin RTA and one for sound
judging and the differences were dramatic. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
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I connect Audiocontrol lc2i to the factory head unit? JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Jun 26, 6 0 Los
Angeles, CA. I have two subwoofers and amplifier. I have installed the power wire, ground wire,
and remote wire. The problem i am having is I do not know how to connect LOC audiocontrol
lc2i to the facotry head unit or rear speakers. If i had bought a cheap one, then I can definitely
hook it up to the rear speakers. But since im using the LOC audiocontrol lc2i, idk how to
connect bc there is no wires from audiocontrol lc2i to connect to the rear speakers or the
factory head unit. I have checked the head unit and there is no RCA output. All i saw was this
and the wires. So how can i connect audiocontrol lc2i to the rear speaker or the head unit
without? May 1, 7, Quad Cities, IL. My main concern is the length of the wires. What if it's short?
Jun 28, 1, 17 Missoula, MT. You will probably have to splice extra speaker wire onto the existing
factory wire for the rear speakers to give you more length. Then plug those wires into your lc2i.
You can extend them as far as you want so you can mount the Audiocontrol unit just about
anywhere you want. I have the lc7i in my car and those are great LOCs. May 7, 0 Burien, WA.
Take it to a shop. I am broke. That's why I am doing it by myself. I know it sounds sad. But help
me out here. Do you guys have the hyundai sonata fuse box diagram? I have the manual book
but it doesn't show the fuse box diagram. It just tells the names of the fuse, fuse rating, and

protected components. I know where the fuse is in hyundai sonata. When I opened it, there was
so much of the same number of fuse rating. I cannot find where the Cigarette lighter fuse rating
is. IT'S 20A. Next thing, Would i have to order extra speaker wire to splice onto the existing
factory wire for the rear speakers? I really appreciate that you're helping me out. Mar 30, 4, 10
WPB Florida. Does anyone know the wire size of the rear speaker for hyundai sonata ? Because
I am going to splice rear speaker wires with the new speaker wire to connect to the
Audiocontrol lc2i LOC. I am trying to re-connect remote control to one of the fuse Cigarrett
lighter fuse so that when i start my car, my amp will be automatically on. I took out the switcher
for some reason. Thank you guys for being patient, and I had no experience with installing amp
and subs. This is my first time installing it by myself. The LC2i is equipped with signal sense
feature so you can tap any fuse for power and it will automatically come on when it senses
signal from the high inputs. This means you can tap any fuse and not worry about it. By the
way, did you go to University of Mary Washington? Thanks for reply. I just figured out that i
dont have rear back speakers but rear door speakers. I am taking off the back door panels and
trying to connect speaker wires to LC2i. Create an account or login to comment You must be a
member in order to leave a comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's
easy! Log in Already have an account? Log in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. Wiring,
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transforms your under-performing factory audio sys-. It is a compact, six-channel,. The LC7i.
ACR-1, remote level control, so you can adjust the output of the. With the. LC7i you have a high
performance audio system while maintaining. For more information visit our web site at. Making
Good Sound Great. Page 2 Quick Install Guide Since some of you high energy enthusiasts will
want to install your LC7i on your own, we offer a few reminders in the following diagrams on
page 9 as guidelines. Physically mount the LC7i in a location that keeps it away tion that allows
you access to the top panel controls. Page 3 If the source unit only has front and rear outputs,
the AutoMode circuitry in your LC7i automatically routes the Channel 2 input i to not familiar to
you, quickly pack up your LC7i and run to your nearest authorized AudioControl dealer to have
them perform the i does have a the LC7i on automatically. Page 4 Under the Hood - Internal
Jumpers Here are the internal jumpers that allow you to customize the LC7i for your particular
installation. Output Summing Jumpers: ers, mid-ranges, and subs. If you are going to add your
own amps separate signals into a single full-range signal for the new system. These inputs get
their signals from the speaker-level outputs of has front, rear, and subwoofer speaker-level
outputs, connect them to the three sets of inputs on your LC7i. If the source unit only has i
auto- output. Output Levels: These knobs allow you to adjust the signal These factory systems
actually remove the bass when you turn up the volume! Page 9 The LC7i some vehicles there is
an actively crossed-over tweeter, midrange, and woofer all in the front of the vehicle. The LC7i
lets you take all of those signals and sum them together to get a high-quality, full-range,
pre-amp signal. Simply move the summing jumper summed into the main output. Page Custom
Installation Custom Installation semble the dash control from the mounting bracket. Start by
removing the circuit board and rotary for the control along with a semble the ACR-1
components in their new custom Dash Control Assembly location. With this map you can follow
each input through the processor. If you have an issue with the hook-up of your LC7i and need
to call for technical assistance, please have this diagram available. Page 13 So go ahead, read
this warranty, then take a few days to enjoy your new LC7i before going on-line to register your
unit at This warranty ises of how well the LC7i will perform are not implied by this war- no
obligation, express or implied. Also, we will not be obligated for direct or indirect consequential
damage to your system caused by hooking up the LC7i. Frequency response Total harmonic
distortion Power supply Power draw Recommended fuse rating Remote trigger max output
current Print page 1 Print document 17 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Forums New posts
Search forums Search images. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search
showcase. Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Search images. Log
in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. For those of you running an LC2i
for a subwoofer on 10 speaker systems Thread starter Rommy Start date Sep 28, Rommy Senior

Member. Just installed my LC2i in my Si today, and tapped into only the subwoofer line in the
trunk. Realized I was missing a lot of higher end punch on the sub. I tapped into the left rear
speaker as well, and voila, full sounding punchy mid bass along with the deep sub bass.
Problem solved. You have to make sure to get your polarity right though or the signals will
cancel eachother out. Just thought I'd throw that info out there! Trey R Rommy said:. Last
edited: Sep 28, Trey said:. The factory radio sends full range signals to the amp. Did you
connect your mono sub wires correctly to the Lc2i? The sub's cutoff is too low,I saw charts
showing a sharp rolloff at about 50hz. This is why I added in one mid to the LC2i. I tapped in
after the amp, that's why. Accubass not needed in this case. The civics factory amp does not
lower the bass when you raise the volume. Other than the LC2i. What other stuff did you buy to
connect the amp? I'm new to this and I'd like to add more umph to the speakers. For me I
already had a sub in a box so I bought a used amp and an amp wiring kit. Are there any
difference between buying different types of gauges? There are some wiring kits that's 4 gauge,
2 gauge, 0 gauge, etc. I'm good with buying either one? Hello guys. Looking for some help if
possible. I am about to start my sub woofer project on my Honda Civic Si and I have been
searching all over the net and cannot find a wire diagram for the infotainment head unit. I am
familiar with all power wiring and I have worked with LOC's back in the day. To my
understanding the best way to wire this system is to tap the LC2i into the Front left and right
door speakers behind the head unit before the factory amp. I wanted to know if you guys might
know which wires I should be looking for behind the head unit. If I can find theses answers I will
begin install and gladly try to post pics along the way. Thank you. Thanks for the advice, but
unfortunately I do not want to tap into the sub output. I would like to tap into the Front left and
right door speakers which I assume would send out full high and low signals. This way if I ever
wanted to add an amp for the interior highs I can easily do so since the LC2i has separate
outputs for bass and main. Does anyone know which wires behind the head unit go to which
speakers? I will try to take the head unit out this weekend and take pictures of factory harness
to see if anyone can point them out in the pictures. Thanks guys. The head unit has a built in
dsp and connects to the factory amp via fiber optic cable. As a result, the front door speakers
do not get low frequency so you need to tap the sub to play full range bass. You must log in or
register to reply here. Member Posted Images. Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to
Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for
a FREE account. Post Reply. So I have searched and searched but cant find what I am looking
for so If I have missed it please forgive me. I am going to wire it in to the rear speakers, but does
anyone know where the best place to splice into them would be? Dont really want to go to the
front. I am no stranger to car audio but I would really appreciate some input on this. Nepsa , Apr
2, Nepsa , Apr 3, Nepsa , Apr 4, If you're no stranger to car audio, then my advice would be to
make your connections behind the radio. The wiring harness for these Toyota trucks isn't too
complicated, so I'm sure you can find a diagram. Splice and solder your connections properly
and you cant go wrong. Also, with the Audio Control LC2i, using an accessory turn on, rather
than its automatic one, has helped remove turn on pops for several applications I have installed
them in. Good point, Shane. Signal sensing on AudioControl units usually works perfectly with
OEM systems but sometimes it doesn't Using the remote input should alleviate any timing
issues in a given system. How did this turn out? I want to install a powered sub behind the rear
seats and want to be able to tap the rear speaker wires in the door sills to minimize removal of
trim pieces. Were you able to do this? If so it may be easiest to tap into these wires--I would
assume they would be part of an unused plug behind the plastic panel in the back of the cab.
Nepsa , Apr 18, Nepsa - Just curious Sometimes it's a delicate balance to get the perfect bass
response. If I may ask, where do you have the "AccuBass" level control? How about the
threshold control on the output side? Did you adjust that? I can't get my LC2I to work. Show
Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Kenwood DMXS 6. Quick Charge 3.
Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Authentic Genuine Nagoya NA Compact Design. Username or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You
are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
Post Reply. Hoping someone who is knowledgeable about this can chime in in. I want to add a
sub but I'm not interested in either removing the rear storage bins, cutting them out or going
with something like the kicker hideaway. I can only really speak to point 2. Lc2i was powered off
an ignition only circuit on the dash fuse box using an addd a circuit. Lc2i has like 2 modes of
turning on, either by signal from the stereo or being connected to something with accessory
power if I recall. Sold mine a while back and now run an aftermarket stereo that has produced
higher quality bass from my powered sub that was noticeably better from day 1. JdevTac , Jan
28, This bundle of wires going up into the white opening you can see on the top right, which

leads into the door. Last edited: Jan 29, CXYyuppie likes this. Awesome thanks very much. I am
in the same position as you where I need to install some kind of subwoofer package. Plenty of
options and opinions out there. Here are the dimensions 2. I know companies change, but
Cerwin-Vega used to be quality products. CXYyuppie , Feb 19, This thread answered my
question about powering an LC7i. Check out this thread. Denk , Feb 22, I have the JL Audio 8"
sub and I freaking love it. Its super tight, goes WAY low and extremely clean. It does NOT boom,
but the bass is solid at all volume levels. If you want boom, you need a bigger woofer, but for
my purposes, the 8" has more than enough bass in my Access Cab. Music of choice is Yacht
Rock, 80's retro alternative and EDM, specifically trance, techno and progressive house. I'm a
former nightclub and Rave party DJ, so I like my beats. Highly recommend this sub! SeafireXV ,
Feb 28, Show Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Kenwood DMXS 6. Quick
Charge 3. Rockford Fosgate RX3 Prime 6. Authentic Genuine Nagoya NA Compact Design.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Forums New Posts Trending Decals. Gallery New
Media New Comments. Contact Us. Log In Register. What's New Night Mode. New Posts. Log In.
Sign Up! Register for an account , it's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Fiesta ST
Forum today! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Wiring Audiocontrol LC2i, rear speaker signal vs front speaker
signal. Thread starter revdoc Start date Apr 14, Messages 23 Likes 6 Location Columbia. I was
recently installing a sub and amp in my 16 FiST and after reading several threads here I thought
I had it all worked out. The box basically takes up the entire trunk area but sits below the seat
back and package shelf so it's not visible from outside the car. Amp and LC2i are mounted to
the front of the box. I tapped the LC2i into the rear speaker wires in the passenger side B pillar
as several posts had mentioned. Once I listened to it, I knew something was wrong. The sub
lacked low end extension and sounded a bit muddy. I have had several ported 12" or 15" subs
over the years, I am very familiar with how it should sound. Then I remembered the last time I
did this in a newer Ford, a Focus, I had to tap the front speakers for the LC2i signal source
because the rears had some serious EQ or crossover applied to them. I know there is the
AccuBass function and all that on the LC2i, but I think you are better off to start with the most
complete signal you can instead of using the AccuBass to restore what's missing. I unhooked
my original wires from the B pillar speaker wire and ran them another feet up to the kick panel
and connected them to the front speaker. WOW what a difference! AccuBass threshold is turned
all the way down and the AccuBass knob is all the way down, and I still have full low end
extension down to 20 hz well the box drops off around 32 or so, need to play with the port
length. You probably wouldn't notice this much on a smaller sub or sealed box, or if you don't
listen to a lot of deep bass like Decaf remixes. Pics of the system to come, will probably make a
new thread for it. Apr 14, Messages Likes Location Carson City. That is very interesting as I
have always heard that there should be no difference front to rear as far as factory EQing goes. I
wonder if this is something new with the and Sync 3 setups. Thread Starter 3. If my theory is
correct we should see less voltage on the rear speakers at low frequencies. Good call. I am
hoping to finally get around to installing my gear this summer. I will be using a PPI DSP myself
and would be willing to get the same data you are looking to gather from my so we can have a
definitive answer to this. Thread Starter 5. Did some testing yesterday and have some numbers
that seem to confirm the problem. If anyone wants to duplicate or verify these results the
method was fairly easy. All you need is a multimeter capable of measuring AC voltage,
preferably digital, and some test tones or a tone generator. I uploaded the tones that I used to
Mega and put the link below if you want to use them for a direct comparison. Connect your
multimeter to the front speaker wire, easy to find on passenger side in the kick panel. Play test
tone, write down voltage AC and frequency of test tone. Repeat for each test tone. Then connect
the multimeter to the rear speaker wires, easy to find in the B pillar on passenger side. Play test
tone, record voltage and frequency, repeat. It kind of looks like the front speakers have a
highpass crossover around 70 hz, but the rears have that and more, they also fall off above 70
hz. This implies that the difference is not a simple attenuation on the rear speakers, as it would
if the curves matched in shape. It should have a much flatter curve. Apr 17, Messages Likes 39
Location Indianapolis. I am running the LC2I tapped into the left side rear and all is working
well. Did you run parallel wires to open channel on LC2i? In my case I ran parallel jumper wires
to the right channel from my left input. Apr 18, Thread Starter 8. GAbOS said:. Need more info!
What year car, sync version, wires you used to test, colors are helpful. Test both front and rear
or just front? Apr 20, It would not be surprising for the speakers in the car to be choked back to
70hz and above. Years ago prior to all these nice cross over networks and active crossovers
from head units, capacitors were used to keep lows from damaging the speakers less than 8
inches. What we most likely hear from the Sony system is "manufactured" lows replicating the

original source, and not a true passing of the source. With the factory system we will only be
able to do so much. Because there is not much room in this car, I would suggest a sealed
enclosure with a 12 inch sub. This will allow you to set the crossover on the sub at 80hz
creating a nice bridge between the factory system and the sub. While a 15 inch sub can play at
80hz it is not as effecient at that. It will get muddy. One other thing I'm curious about is your
setting for octave slope. I am set at 24db. Generally 12dB is used, but for the aucustic
characteristics of our car it seams like 24 sounds best. This is really a listener preference. You
are going about it the right way by using a meter and source recordings. Be careful trusting all
of that as the system is tuned by the factory. What after market head unit are you going to use?
If it is not considered an audiophile quality unit, you will have some of the same issues you are
experiencing now with the factory system in the car. Best of luck May 1, Thread Starter Ok,
found some more info after much web searching. It is even possible to convert the speaker
output from high level to 4V line level outputs, if you were going to run a fully amplified system.
This would negate the need for the Audiocontrol LC2i entirely, at least in my case. I am going to
try it out soon and will repeat my testing to see if it works. Also, the AccuBass feature on the
LC2i is supposed to restore the lost low end bass, which is basically what I'm looking for, so I
tested it similarly to the way I tested the stock speaker outputs. Plugged the other end into the
Audiocontrol LC2i output and turned the threshold knob all the way up. This should make
AccuBass active at all times. Then I measured the output voltage at 20 hz to 80 hz in 5 hz
increments. Then I turned the AccuBass knob all the way up and repeated the test. It does boost
the lower frequencies, but it is centered at about 55 hz. Even with maximum gain, it only
boosted the 20 hz frequency to 0. So there is still steep roll off down low, in fact it is even
steeper with the AccuBass enabled as you can see from the graph. May 5, The cable was
identified as a v1. The difference was immediately obvious. My box is still not tuned as low as
I'd like, but it has much more volume at lower frequencies after this. I also noticed if I turned up
the volume too high the door tweeters would distort, crackle or pop indicating that the factory
crossover or bass cut is not there anymore. I will do some voltage testing soon so I can have
empirical evidence to back up my ears, but after listening to it all weekend I am convinced it is a
much flatter response now. Jun 29, Messages Likes 25 Location Seattle. That diymobileaudio
thread is formidable. Seems like you have a good grasp on this topic so maybe you can answer
a couple questions for me. I also have a '16 with sync3 and Nav. I see discussion of settings for
low level output. I'm assuming the reprogram removes time alignment and everything and not
just the curves, right? Seems like the fix can also cause issues with BT phone use, too. It'd be
nice to dodge that bullet. Stormy, The FiX has not caused issues with the phone for me. I read
JL's information about that possibility and then created a specific program setting within the
TwK. I have since removed that program in my latest revisions. If you did have issues, JL
created a away to tune around it. Not advocating the use of JL equipment, just letting you know
that I have not experienced issues with it There's a difference in that, though. DSP is flattening
out your input signal, removing all the hidden processing in your system that you didn't know
about and can't control, giving you a clean sheet from which to tune. Cabin RTA tuning is
applying adjustments to compensate for reflections and other modifications to your sound
created by the environment. A flat cabin curve doesn't sound good and changes as soon as you
add people, road noise etc. I used to compete and I ran 2 banks of audio control EQs, one for
flat cabin RTA and one for sound judging and the differences were dramatic. You must log in or
register to reply here. Simi
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